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“

We won’t change the modeling, just how we talk about it.

”

Bianca Moebius-Clune of the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources
Conservation Service, in a 16 February internal email made public this week by The
Guardian. The email suggests, for example, changing “climate change” to “weather extremes.”
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FDA warns three-parent-baby doc
| More than a year
after the birth of the first baby created
with a controversial genetic technique
called mitochondrial replacement therapy,
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) sent a strongly worded letter to
the fertility specialist responsible. The
procedure aims to prevent deadly genetic
diseases carried in the mother’s mitochondria by swapping in mitochondria from
a healthy donor, in effect creating a baby
with three genetic parents. Although John
Zhang of New Hope Fertility Center in New
York City transferred the embryo to the
mom-to-be in Mexico, FDA says that Zhang
recently published a paper noting that the
embryo was created in the stricter regulatory environment of the United States. FDA
also said that Zhang’s company Darwin
Life markets the technique as “prolonging natural fertility” and “the first proven
treatment for certain genetic disorders,”
claims not permitted in the United States
without a valid license. FDA requested that
Zhang notify it of steps he has taken or will
take to address the violations. Zhang did
not respond to an email from Science seeking comment.
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A double target for a distant probe?

A new pox upon Berlin squirrels
| For many years, researchers in
Berlin heard reports about severely sick
red squirrels with lesions on their ears,
paws, noses, and tails. When scientists at
the Leibniz Institute for Zoo and Wildlife
Research in Berlin finally examined some
of the sick squirrels last year they found
that they were infected with a new form of
poxvirus, one that could not be assigned
to any known genera, they report in the
October issue of Emerging Infectious
Diseases. Many red squirrels in the United
Kingdom and Ireland die from a poxvirus
spread by invasive gray squirrels. But there
are no gray squirrels in Germany, and it is
unclear where the new virus, called Berlin
squirrelpox virus, might come from or
what species might harbor it. Given that
caretakers who handled diseased animals
have shown no symptoms, the risk to
humans appears negligible.
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New Horizons’s next target may be barbell-shaped (artist’s conception, above), or even a binary pair.
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BERLIN

urtling through the darkness some 6.5 billion kilometers from
Earth is the next target of NASA’s Pluto-probing New Horizons
spacecraft, a mysterious Kuiper belt object known as 2014
MU69. But there may be more than one “there” there, new
data suggest. Astronomers used ground- and sky-based telescopes to watch 2014 MU69 three times in June and mid-July,
gathering data on its size, shape, and orbit as it passed in front of distant stars (Science, 28 July, p. 338). Last week, researchers announced
that the latest data suggest the target may actually be a binary pair:
two objects, each perhaps 15 kilometers across, circling one another
in a tight orbit. Alternatively, 2014 MU69 might be a single barbellor football-shaped body some 30 kilometers in length. But scientists
won’t know for sure until New Year’s Day in 2019—that’s when New
Horizons is expected to fly by the mysterious object.

A new language for math

Satellites eye endangered species
| The U.S. Endangered
Species Act provides strong legal protection to struggling species, but the
government rarely has the resources to
monitor their status. Now, a conservation
organization has developed algorithms
that use satellite images to identify threats
to species from habitat degradation and
loss. In a pilot project, Washington, D.C.–
based Defenders of Wildlife measured
habitat loss for the lesser prairie chicken
(Tympanuchus pallidicinctus) after it
was removed from the list of endangered

Turkey DNA holds clues to ancient Puebloans’ fate

F

or centuries, the Ancestral Puebloans grew maize and built cliff castles in the
southwestern United States. Then, in the late 1200s, their society abruptly collapsed. Where they went after abandoning their cliffside homes has long been
a mystery. Now, researchers report that an analysis of wild turkey DNA lends
support to the favored scenario: that many migrated south, forming the backbone
of New Mexico’s modern Tewa Pueblo population. The Ancestral Puebloans domesticated turkeys, so scientists figured that by comparing ancient turkey DNA between
pre- and postcollapse sites, they could track human movement by proxy. Turkeys that
lived in Colorado’s ancient Puebloan sites, the researchers reported online last month
in PLOS ONE, were closely related to those that lived in northern New Mexico after
1280, but not earlier. That suggests that the post-1280 turkeys replaced the previous
stock—most likely transported by migrating Ancestral Puebloans.
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species in 2015 (Science, 19 June 2015,
p. 1300). The images showed that at least
4.5% of the birds’ most important habitat
has been degraded since 2015 by 311 oil
and gas wells, 946 wind turbines, and more
than 34,000 hectares of new agricultural
fields in five Western states.

Scientist defends retracted work
NEWSMAKERS

Caltech professor resigns

Jordan Price (left) tutors disabled student Logan
Prickett (right) using process-driven math.

department chair before he decided to
resign, effective 31 December. The letter
said Ott had made “significant progress
with regard to the issues that led to the
disciplinary action” but that he “remained
a divisive element on campus.”

California Institute of Technology (Caltech)
physicist Christian Ott has resigned after
university officials presented him with a
report describing the steps he would need
to take to return to the Pasadena campus
after his suspension in late 2015 for gender
harassment involving two female graduate students in his lab (Science, 15 January
2016, p. 216). Caltech officials declined to
discuss what they had proposed for Ott,
who was scheduled to return next month.
A 2 August letter from the president said
only that Ott was shown the recommendations of a faculty committee and his
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A Chinese biologist whose team last
week retracted a high-profile paper on a
gene-editing technology says he will press
ahead with experiments that he hopes
will vindicate the potential rival to the
CRISPR/Cas9 system. In May 2016, Chunyu
Han of Hebei University of Science and
Technology in Shijiazhuang, China, and
colleagues were celebrated after publishing
a paper in Nature Biotechnology describing
a gene-editing system using an enzyme,
Argonaute nuclease, from the organism
Natronobacterium gregoryi (NgAgo). But
late last year, independent labs in China,
South Korea, Germany, and the United
States reported their failures to replicate
the paper’s key result. Han’s team says it
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| Learning math
isn’t easy. But it’s even harder if you’re
almost completely blind, like psychology
student Logan Prickett at Auburn University
at Montgomery (AUM) in Alabama. Prickett,
who uses a wheelchair and has limited arm
mobility, is also unable to use braille for
mathematics. His situation inspired AUM
tutoring coordinator Ann Gulley and math
tutor Jordan Price to collaborate with him
to ﬁnd a new way to teach the subject. Last
month, they received a nearly $600,000
National Science Foundation research grant
to continue their eforts. Process-driven
math (PDM) lays out a problem by breaking
it into auditory “chunks,” each of which is
a deﬁnition, a value, or some other factor related to the problem. Students then
tell instructors how they’d like to simplify
the problem or solve it for smaller parts.
Each time the student makes a change, the
instructor reads of the newly edited problem. Prickett says the process takes a lot of
time, but the diference between learning
math with and without it is “like day and
night.” He and Gully are now partnering
with Rice University in Houston, Texas,
to study how well PDM works for
300 undergraduate students, with and
without disabilities.
M O N T G O M E RY, A L A B A M A

Ancestral Puebloans likely
brought turkeys from
Colorado to northern
New Mexico.
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related to design. Can we provide tools
for architects or web page creators?

http://scim.ag/Hanretracted

Three Qs

Q: How does Magenta compose music?
A: Learning is the key. We’ve tried lots of
different machine-learning techniques,
including convolutional neural networks, adversarial training methods, and

Magenta researchers programmed an algorithm to learn
various artistic styles and apply them to photographs.

reinforcement learning. They’re all different techniques for learning by example to
generate something new.
Q: What else is Magenta doing?
A: We’re … working on image generation
and drawing generation. See for example
David Ha’s work SketchRNN. In the
future, I’d like to look more at areas

FINDINGS

Relativity passes black hole test
Albert Einstein’s theory of general
relativity—which states that massive objects
cause a distortion in space-time that is felt
as gravity—has passed every test physicists have thrown at it in the past century.
Now, astronomers say the theory holds in
a previously untested milieu: the extreme
gravity around a supermassive black hole.
Researchers using the European Southern
Observatory’s Very Large Telescope in
Chile report this week in the Astrophysical
Journal observing small deviations, as
predicted by general relativity, in the path
of a star hurtling toward the large black
hole at the center of the Milky Way. Stricter
tests are expected next year, when the star,
dubbed S2, will swing close to the black
hole at 5000 kilometers per second.

Vitamin B3 for healthy babies

An antivaccine protester
in Rome on 28 July.

Italy and France push for vaccines

I

n a controversial pushback to parents who are hesitant or flat out against vaccinating
their children, Italy and France both have decided to make several vaccines mandatory for school-age children. Both countries have seen spikes in measles cases
over the past few years. The Italian Parliament on 28 July voted 296–92 in favor of
a new law that will require parents to provide proof of vaccination against measles
and nine other diseases. In France, Prime Minister Édouard Philippe announced
during an address to the French Parliament on 4 July that childhood vaccines will
become mandatory in 2018. He didn’t specify which vaccines, but in June the country’s health minister told Le Parisien newspaper that 11 would be required. Last year,
a survey on vaccine confidence in 66 countries found that France had the highest
concern about vaccine safety.
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A pregnant woman might be able to
prevent certain kinds of birth defects
by supplementing her diet with extra
doses of vitamin B3, researchers suggest. Genetic studies of four families who
had children with multiple birth defects
found mutations in two genes that are
involved in making nicotinamide adenine
dinucleotide (NAD), a key player in cell
metabolism. Knocking out the genes in
mice also caused birth defects similar to
those in the human patients, the research
team reports in this week’s issue of The
New England Journal of Medicine. Cells
can use niacin and other forms of B3
to make NAD without those genes, and
giving the mutant mice extra niacin prevented birth defects in their offspring. It’s
not yet clear whether B3 supplements are
justified for all pregnant women, but the
work also suggests that doses of the vitamin might help treat children with birth
defects due to such gene mutations.
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Can computers be creative? Last year,
Google launched Magenta, a research
project aimed at pushing the limits of what
artificial intelligence (AI) can do in the
arts. Science spoke with Douglas Eck, the
team’s lead in San Francisco, California,
about the past, present, and future of creative AI. http://scim.ag/GoogleAImusic

Q: How might people and machines
collaborate to be more creative?
A: I think it’s an iterative process. I love to
think of Magenta like an electric guitar. Jimi Hendrix and Joni Mitchell and …
a thousand other guitarists who pushed
the envelope on how this instrument can
be played were all using the instrument the
wrong way, some said—retuning, distorting, bending strings, playing upside down,
using effects pedals. No matter how fast
machine learning advances, artists will
push the boundaries, too.
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stands by its findings, pressing for another
attempt to independently verify that the
NgAgo system works and stating that
“when key requirements are met, the
NgAgo-gDNA system can effectively edit
genes,” although the team did not reveal
what those key requirements are. Han
could not be reached for comment.
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